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FOREWORD
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the reported findings or conclusions. It is published only for the exchange
and stimulation of -ideas.

KENNERLY H. DIGGES
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Vehicle Equipment Division
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ABSTRACT

This report summarizes a systematic design procedure for estab-
lishing various landing gear combinations of tire sizes, spacings, and
configurations which will minimize rolling drag and satisfy the criteria of
ý00 nonbraking passes of a selected STOL aircraft operating on a
standardized CBR6 (or equivalent) soil surface. The design procedure
presented herein combined the latest results of Air Force sponsored landing
gear/soil interaction research with the previously developed WES coverage
techniques.

This procedure is a first attempt to make the research results of
existing Air Force Flight Dynamics Laboratory programs available toward
the improvement of flotation design capability. This design procedure,
subject to certain stated limitations, includes techniques for (1) predicting
rolling and braking drags and drag ratios, (Z) incorporating multiwheel
influences on drag and sinkage, and (3) determining aircraft passes,
Additionally, the design procedure has been incorporated in a computer
program format for utilization on the CDC 6600 located at 'Wright-Patterson
Air Force Base. The computer program is restricted at present to aircraft
with tricycle type landing gear systems.
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SECTION I

SUMMARY (LIMITATIONS/ FUTURE REQUIREMENTS)

The design procedure provided in this report represents a significant

step forward in the development of tools needed by the planner and designer

to optinmize aircraft capability to operate on soil surfaces. This procedure

was specifically developed for aircraft having takeoff/landing weights of

150, 000 to 250, 000 lbs and low horizontal speeds (close to or less than 40

knots). Comparison/prediction capability has been limited to operation on

a cohesive type soil in an unsaturated condition having a strength rating of

CBR6 or equivalent.

For the first time, a systematic technique is made available to

predict/compare the capability of various possible landing gear configurations

in ternms of first pass rolling and braked drag, drag ratio, and tire sinkage.

Use of the technique provides a logical basis for the selection of the best

landing design for a specific aircraft to meet Its mission requirements,

bearing in mind that applicable trade-off:i must be made with other aircraft

landing gear design constraints. A new insight is provided concerning the

effects of braking on soil in terms of drag (strut) loads experienced and

excessive runway damage caused. Maximum braking drag on soil is obtained

under fully locked wheel conditions, whereas on rigid surfaces it is achieved

at approximately 30% wheel slip. Fully locked wheel braking on soil can

result in drag loads and tire sinkages three to eleven times higher than under

free rolling conditions, without considering additional drag induced by side

loads due to wind and steering. In fact, one locked wheel pass over a low

strength soil, particularly sands, can result in rut depths in excess of the

current criteria for surface failure, whereas under free rolling and minnnum

braking conditions, many passes would be required over the same soil surface

to reach the limiting rut depth associated with failure. A knowledge of these

factors and the results of applying the procedures contained in this report



provide a means to improve braking system design as well as aircraft pilot

instructions for on-soil operation.

Previously developed Army Corps of Engineers Waterways Experiment

Station (WES) criteria is contained in this report as a logical ineans to

comnpare the flotation capability of various landing gear. It must be

emnphasized that the WES techniques provide only a rough indication of the

nwumiber of rolling aircraft passes which can be made under real life conditions

prior to the point that a specitic degree of runway surface failure is exhibited.

Many existing aircraft can effectively operate on runway surfaces which have

a significantly higher degree of daniage.

Adequate criteria does not exist to enable the planner, designer, or

the operating comnmand to properly accomplish their functions related to

aircraft operation on soil. The planner requires capability to relate mission

requirements to real life conditions and a sound basis for making necussary

trade offs. Design criteria is needed to insure that required component

capability and strength is provided to achieve established requirements for

aircraft surface handling characteristics and flotation with ritnimuna fatigue

damage to the aircraft. The aircraft operator must be provided realistic

aircraft surface handling characteristics/limnitations and procedures for

effective operation on soil; a real timne ne•ans to determine airfield properties

related to aircraft characteristics; and a fast, reliable means to establish

specific aircraft capability to operate at a specific existing soil surfaced

airfield.

A significant amount of active, coordinated work nust be done by the

aircraft and civil engineering communities to develop the minimum criteria

required. For all modes of aircraft operation on soil and their major

variables, methods must be developed to establish the forces resulting at

the landing gear/ soil interface and resulting soil surface daxnage. In addition,

the dynamic interface forces must be related to the operation and fatigue

characteristics of the critically affected aircraft components. To date (197e)

A



an extensive amount of work has been done related to slow speed, straight

rolling conditions, and some work has been done concerning straight roll

and braking in the 5 to 40 knot speed range. Limited knowledge is available

for operation modes at speeds above 40 knots. The majority of work to date

has bee., under essentially steady state conditions. Only a very limited

amount of work has been done related to steering, turning, point of impact,

and point of rotation modes of operation; and to establish 'roll out" forces

resulting from tire sinkage due to extended parking on soil, engine run-up,

and load/off load operations. Additionally, a means must be developed to

consider the various types, designs, and. mechanical properties of aircraft

tires in terms of their performance on soil since existing work has been

restricted to the standard bias tire size, inflation pressure, and flat surface

deflection relationships. The major constitutive strength properties of soil

related to tire soil interaction have not been fully established. Current

methods such as CBR, California Bearing Ratio, and Cone Index do not enable

reliable or accurate prediction of tire/soil interface forces and resulting

surface damage. Simple, rapid techniques are needed to establish soil

surface strength, roughness, and texture properties which can be related to

various aircraft surface operating modes.

This report, which is an initial step, represents a significant irnprove-

ment in the criteria available for determining aircraft/ground design and

operational characteristics. Further improvements in the criteria will

require the full energy and cooperation of the aircraft and civil engineering

communities if fully adequate criteria is to be developed.

3--
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SECTION II

INTRODUCTION

This report presents a standardized procedure for incorporating

maximum surface flotation capability into the landing gear system for a

proposed Medium STOL aircraft which includes in its mission the capability

to operate on unsurfaced (soil) runways. The ability of the aircraft to

operate on soil runways is defined as flotation. The basic design criteria

used in the following flotation analysis procedure is the minimization of

rolling tire horizontal drag loads in the takeoff mode while insuring the

required minimum number of aircraft nonbraked passes using the WES

corerage technique. This minimization of drag is an important consideration

with reference to takeoff length, thrust, and lift requirements. Additionally,

a technique is given to determine the horizontal braked drag forces for braked

tire operation on soil. Each of the above factors can be assigned a weighting

factor to develop its contribution towards the final landing gear candidate

selection. Note that this procedure is not a complete landing gear design

approach, but rather just that part which predicts the tire/soil interaction

drag and sinkage in the rolling and braking mode and runway coverages. The

designer must devise his own techniques for the selection of suitable weighting

factors applied to the information given here and to the added information that

he has available concerning landing gear weight, gear position, wind drag,

etc. , leading to a final landing gear design satisfying USAF requirements.

Note that this procedure permits the optimization of the flotation characteristics

of the landing gear contact elements but does not supercede the load factor

procedure currently specified in Mil Spec AFSC DM2-I, used for designing

the structural requirements of the landing gear. The above procedure is

subject to the limitations described in Section I.

Glossary of Flotation/Operation Terminology

This analysis procedure is derived from research done by the University

of Dayton Research Institute (1,2,34)and from methods published by the USAF(5 6).

S . . .. ... l i .. . -u
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The following glossary is intended to familiarize the designer with the current

flotation terminology.

Braking Drag Ratio (RB/P) - The braking drag ratio is numerically equal

to the longitudinal load on a braked aircraft

tire (or landing gear) divided by the vertical

load (or landing gear vertical load). The

longitudinal load is referred to as the braked

drag load (RB) and the vertical load as P.

California Bearing Ratio - A measure of the bearing capacity of soil.

(CBR) The CBR is expressed in comparative terms

as a percentage of the bearing capacity of a

given soil to that of a standard crushed

limestone surface. Details of the test pro-

cedures used to determine the CBR value of

a soil are contained in Mil-Std-621.

Cone Penetration Test (CI) - The cone penetration test is performed vrith

a mobility cone penetrometer. This test

measures the resistance to penetration profile

of a soil by measuring the load necessary to

force a rod equipped with a cone tip into the

surface to a given depth. The Cone Index, CI,

value is then computed as the average force

necessary for penetration to a certain depth

(usually 6") divided by the cone top's cross

section area (0.5 sq. in. for the Mobility

Cone). See TM5-530 or AFM 88-51.

Coverages - One coverage is equal to the number of passes

of a given tire or aircraft (group of tires) to

completely cover the gi en width of airfield

once,

FW 5"Jr



Equivalent Single Wheel Load - The theoretical load which, if acting on a

(ESWL) single tire and with a contact area equal to

that of one tire of the assembly, will produce

the same runway deterioration effect on the

airfield as the multiple wheel assembly.

"Flotation - Flotation is a term used to describe the

overall capability of an aircraft to operate

on a soil runway. Flotation includes the

consideration of such items as: type of

surface, mode of operation (taxie, takeoff,

landing), turning, etc.

Multiple Wheel Drag - The M M value is a number, calculated from

Modifier (MM) semi-empirical relationships, that describes

the effect upon the rolling drag ratio (R/P)

of a single tire caused by adjacent tires.

Rolling Drag (R) / - The longitudinal force experienced by a

rolling tire (or landing gear) is called rolling

drag.

Rolling Drag Ratio (R/P) - The rolling drag ratio is a dimensionless

quantity equal to the rolling drag load divided

by the tire vertical load at any instant. It

can also be used to express the average drag

ratio for an aircraft by dividing the total

drag force on the aircraft by the gross weight

transmitted to the ground by the landing gear

system. d
Sinkage Ratio (Z/D) - The sinkage ratio is equal to the instantaneous

sinkage of the tire into the soil divided by the

unloaded tire diameter.

i
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Slip Slip defines the degree of braking. Zero

percent slip represents a rolling wheel

and 100% slip represents a locked

wheel.

Tandem Tires Tandem tires are two or more tires that are

not operating about the same theoretical wheel

axis. Tandem tracking tires are two or more

tires that operate in the same longitudinal

centerline. Tandem nontracking tires are

neither operating in the same longitudinal

centerline or about the same wheel axis.

Tire Load The tire load is considered that portion of the

aircraft gross weight transmitted through any

given tire at any instant to the ground.

Twin Tires Twin tires are two or more tires that operate

about the same theoretical wheel axis.

7
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SECTION III

DESIGN PROCEDUKRE

This section presents the standardized design procedure for the purpose

of optimizing the flotation capability of a landing gear. In particular, the

analysis procedures have been developed for a 150,000 to 250,000 lb STOL

aircraft with the requirements of a nininnuni of Z00 passes on a CBR6 (or

equivalent) boil.

The gene-eal procedure for optimizing the flotation capability of landing

gears consists of a series of calculations which must be performed for each

of the selected tires and landing gear systems (group of tires). The result

will be a number of tire/landing gear systems to which appropriate weighting

factors can be assigned for:

- minimization of rolling drag

- maximization of passes

- maximization of braking drag.

Additional weighting factors must be assigned to such considerations as gear

weight, surface area of gear, storage volume requirements, etc., leading to

the final selection of the tire/landing gear system which is most appropriate

for the aircraft.

The Gross Weight (GW) of the aircraft used to determine the Total Static

Main Gear Load (TSMGL) or Total. Static Nose Gear Load (TSNGL) is the static

gross weight for the aircraft operating on soil runways. This design static

gross weight for operations on soil runways may be less than the design static

gross weight for aircraft operations on paved runways. In determining rolling

and braked tire drags, the vertical load, P, given in the equations should be

taken to SWLm or SWL N depending on whether the calculation is being made

for a main gear wheel or nose gear wheel respectively. 4

Computation of Aircraft Rolling Drag Ratio, R/P

1. Select a group of candidate tires which encompass a range of tire

diameters (D) and allowable tire gross loads. Each different tire will be

8!
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loaded only to its rated static load as given by Mil-T-5041. Therefore, the

total number of tires in the main gear, for example, can be calculated as the

total gear load divided by the rated static load for the tires used on that gear

(see Figure 1).

2. For each of the selected tires (main and nose), calculate the

following parameters using a percent tire deflection, 8, for which the tire

will operate on a soil runway (this percent tire deflection is normally larger

for soil operations than for hard surface operations).

a. Tire Footprint Length, L

Tire manufacturer test data on flat surface footprint length,

S, should be used whenever possible due to tire variations. For

tire types other than the current standard bias tires, manu-

facturers data for footprint length should be used.

d - D F tire deflection (units of length)

D = Tire Diameter

DF = Rim Flange Diameter

b. Tire Contact Area, A

Tire manufacturer test data for a specific tire which estab-

lishes the tire flat surface contact area, A, should be used when-

ever possible due to tire variations. For tire types other than

current standard bias tirea, manufacturers data for the contact

area must be used.

c. Tire Contact Radius, r

r = ý-

d. Single Wheel Load, SWL

(see Figure 1)

e. Rigid Surface Contact Pressure, P/A

P
P/A = tire contact area

P SWL
- --. 9
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LM

CG CG
rFWD AFT

IT

Static

IF _Ground 
Line

"Center of Gravity Center of Gravity
of Nose Gear System of Main Gear System

1. Main Gear

Total Static Main Gear Load (TSMGL) W (F
F

Single Wheel Load = SWLM (TSMGL) GW x (F-M

"MM

Z. None Gear

fTotal Static Nose Gear Load (TSNGL) - GW x F-L)
r

a. SWL for Rolling Drag Calculation

Single Wheel Load = SWL = -(TSNGL ,Wx FL)
N N NFx N

b. SWL for Operations Calculation (deceleration rate assumed to be
10 ft/sec2 )

Single Wheel Load a SWL a GW x (F-L) +10 x GW x J
eFx NN 3Z.Zx Fx NNS~ who re:

GW a Aircraft Gross Weight

N_' = Number of Main Tires on A/C

N = Number oa Nose Tires on A/C

Figure 1. Aircraft Weight Distribution

10
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Based on a GBR6 (or equivalent) Soil

f. Sinkage Characteristic,

Z Sinkage

ZZ- f(P/.A), determine from Figure 2

zZ
g. Sinkage Ratio,

B D'

h. Horizontal Single Wheel Rolling ))rag Ratio, (R/P)s

(R/P)s = f(Z/D), determine from Figure 3

This last parameter (R/P) is the rolling single wheel ratio of the horizontal

soil drag force (R) to the vertical load on the tire (P) for the CBR6 (or

equivalent) soil. The smaller the value of (R/P),, the better the flotation

capacity of the aircraft when operating on soil runways (less drag, shorter

takeoff lengths). It has also been shown that minimizing rolling drag results

in maximizing aircraft passes on soil runways.

3. Arrange each size tire into reasonable configurations for landing

gear bogie. Several configurations cf each size tire may be possible. When

initially setting the tire spacings, follow the spacing guidelines shown in

Figure 4. Due to the use of a CBR6 strength soil, Figure 4 was developed

from experimental data in the low sinkage range (less than 1/2" to 3/4").

Note that tandem-nontrack ing spacing limitations must be adhered to.

Calculate a multiwheel modifier (M M ) for each gear configuration

selected as described above. M is determined by use of Figures 5a and 5b

and the equation given below. The following instructions describe the use of 4

Figures Su and 5b.

Instructions

1. Calculate spacings in terms of n and m.

2. Enter the charts (Figures 5a and 5b) and get values for the drag

modifiers (I-K), (-- K).

k 11 _ _ _......
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b tire, width D

D tire diameter

Optimum Spacing

1.75b-.S nZ.5b Optimum Spacing

1.50D'VS S2.50D
a, 'lwin rirers M

b. Tandem-'Tracking Tires

yL

S M

I*-- S n - 1n

L Spacing
r Limitations

2 + D2 S -1'.25b
n

where S M-l. 25D

L 4- (S + ) (S' n

c. Tandem-Nontracking Tires

Figure 4. Optimum Spacings for Multiwheel Configurations for
Low Sinkage Conditions (less than 1/2" to 3/4")5 14
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3. Using the drag modifier values, calculate MM from the

equation below.

MM = I _-N (I -KI<) +-- (I -Kin)

whe re

N = total number of wheels per landing gear (main or nose) I

N = number of wheels (of N) that are in a twin situation

N = number of wheels (of N) that are in a tandem-tracking
m

situation

Note: no correction for tandemn-nontracking wheels.

This modifier (MM) when multiplied by the (R/P)a for each gear configuration

will detei'mine a rating number (R/P)M for each of the se!-,cted main gear

configurations and each of the nose gear configurations. This rating number

is also the multiple wheel drag ratio for the gear.

4. Using the value of (R/P)M for the main and nose gear finally selected,

the A/C (R/P) can be calculated based on a weighted average using total static

load carried by each gear as defined by

R/P)M Ge x TSMGj+L/P)N, Nose Gear x TSNG
A/C (RIP MainTSMGL + TSNGL

whe re

TSMGL + TSNGL = Gross weight of aircraft for aircraft operation on

soil runway.

The A/C (R/P) when multiplied times the total A/C weight (GW) yields the

value of the soil drag on the A/C during taxi operations.

Compute the Number of A/C Passes

From the above group of rated landing gear configurations (nose and

main), select a limited number of what appear to be the best candidates for

design. The next step is to calculate the number of passes that an aircraft

can perform on the CBR6 or equivalent soil runway for each of the design

candidates selected from above. Using some of the parameters previously

17



calculated, the following procedure is followed. Note that the single wheel

load for the nose gear used in this passes procedure is that shown in Figure 1

for Operations Calculations. The SWLN used for passes calculation is greater

than the SWLN used for drag determinations due to the greater deterioration

of the soil runway associated with the dynamic phenomena of landing operations.

1. Equivalent Single Wheel Load (ESWL)

Figure 1, which was used previously, is also used to determine the

equivalent single wheel load in the coverage criteria.. Determine the center

to center spacing in radii by dividing the actual tire spacing by the radius (r)

of a circle of area equal to the single tire rigid surface contact area. Increase

the single wheel load for each adjacent wheel by the percentage indicated by

Figure 6 to determine the equivalent single whsel load (ESWL). ,This adjacent

wheel may be "adjacent" by virtue of either a twin or tandem wheel arrange-

ment. In aither case, if it is more than 5-1/2 single tire contact area radii

from the wheel under consideration, it will not contribute to any increase in

the ESWL. Note that in thd case of a landing gear with a single isolated wheel,

the ESWL is equal to the single wheel load (SWL).

2. Coverages (C)

Enter Figure 7 with the equivalent single wheel load and tire contact

pressure of the assembly in question to determine a value of CBR 1 (the CBR

required for one coverage). The number of coverages to failure for the

CBR6 or equivalent soil runway is then determined by the following relation.

Coverages 
= 6CD 6

Note that the number of coverages calculated by this procedure is S

based on previously established runway width of 80" plus the width of one main

gear bogie and that 75% of the passes are within this runway width. It Is

further based on a failure criteria of 31' of permanent rut depth. Therefore,

the number of passes calculated for a given aircraft does not reflect actual

I.
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the tire contact area.

Figure 6. Ekjuivalent Single-Wheel Loade-Adjustment
Curve for TUnsurfaced Soils
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number of passes that might be performed but rather the number of rolling

passes that an aircraft could perform on a given soil runway up to the defined

failure c rite ria.

3. Passes per Coverage Ratio (Pa/C)

Because multiple tire landing gears are very often used in design,

a simple relationship does not exist between aircraft passes and aircraft

coverages on a soil runway. It is necessary then to convert coverages to

passes in order to determine if a candidate landing gear system will satisfy

the minimum requirement of 200 passes for the Medium STOL aircraft. Use

the procedures of Figure 8 to determine the passes per coverage (Pa/C) for

each of the assemblies under consideration.

4. Passes (Pa

a

Multiply the number of coverages by the passes per coverage ratio

to determine the number of passes that each of the assemblies can accomplish

prior to failure of the soil runway.

5. Aircraft Passes (AP)

Use the procedures of Figure 9 to determine the number of passes

of the Medium STOL aircraft that can be accomplished prior to failure of the

soil runway for each of the landing gear configurations selected for analysis.

Each of these configurations should then be listed according to the number of

aircraft passes. The configuration with the largest number of aircraft passes

is the best landing gear from an operations standpoint. The aircraft is limited

by the gear with the minimum number of A/C passes.

Computation of Braked Tire Drag Ratio

Drag ratios and sinkages associated with braked tire operation on soil

are vastly different by comparison to rolling drag ratios and sinkages. Pre-

liminary analytical techniques and braked tire experimental efforts can be

utilized to provide prelimilnary determinations of aircraft tire braking drag

ratios (RB/P) for aircraft operating on nonslickened (due to rain) soil runways

Ba
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Procedure
B +80 +WM

Main Assembly:Pa/C = (0.75) (N) (W )

(0 5 NM (WM

ND+ 80 + WN

Nose Assembly: Pa/C (0 75) (NN) (WN)

Symbols

Pa/C Passes per Coverage

NM Number of Tires per Main Gear Bogie

NN Number of Tires per Nose Gear Assembly

WM Width of Main Sin le Tire Contact Area
WM = 0.874 A AM

WN Width of Nose Single Tire Contact Area d
N W z J. 874 1 fAX7

N N

A Single Tire Contact Area of Main Tires
M

A N Single Tire Contact Area of Nose Tires

Figure 8. Passes per Coverage
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O00
40-- 4 0 1e ....~ ZZL .

0 40 80 100 0 40 80 100
(a) X (inches) Y (inches)

(b) (c)

Procedure

1. Determine dimension

X=E-W M-B

E-W -W --B- D'
Y N

z

2. Use Figure (b) to determine "H" and Figure (c) to determine "K'

3. Compute:

80OP0 P1N

M 8 0 PN + (B0 - H) PN + (B0 K) PM

80 P

AP = M NAN 80S PM + (80 - H) PN + (80' K) PN
N OM N

where

SPM = allowable passes for the main gear

PN = allowable passes for the nose gear

4. The allowable number of aircraft passes (AP) is then equal to the smaller

"value, APM or APN'

5. All dimensions are in inches.

Figure 9. Number of Aircraft Passes
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in the lower velocity range (less than 15 knots). The results of previously

conducted test programs(4.7) were used together with a CBR6 eoil strength

to develop the following braking equation.

1B =10.0 A50DZlD\/ SP 1o ) + P D 10'0

for 0. 01 < 0. 06, where

)is the sinkage ratio previously calculated for a given rolling tire

P = vertical load on the tire (reference to Figure I - SWLM or SWLN)

S = percent tire slip

The braking drag ratio should be determined for each of the candidate tires

and the results listed according to the magnitude of RB/P. The aircraft tire

with the maximum RB /P will provide the shortest stopping distance due to

braked tire/soil interaction for the aircraft in a braking mode. Note that

braked tire sinkages will range from two to four times rolling sinkages (the

above equation accounts for this phenomena) and that the maximum R B/P in

the above equation will occur at a slip value of between 90 to 100%. This

differs markedly from rigid surface braked tire performance in that an aircraft

on pavement normally obtains maximum braking reuistance at approximately

30% slip. Aircraft with systems that actually limit slip to less than 90

to 100% in soil (i.e . , anti-skid systems), will experience a braking resistance

that can be calculated from the above equation by using the appropriate value

for "S".
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SECTION IV

TYPICAL DESIGN EXAMPLE

The following example will run through the procedure described in

Section II for a single tire selection for the main gear (tricycle gear), and

a single tire selection for the nose gear. A 100, 000 pound aircraft will be

used for this example with the wheel base and center of gravity locations as

shown below. Note that these dimensions must be approximated for the

calculations that follow If they are not known.

-CG CG
FWD AFT

.,__ _Field Level

Center of Gravity Center of Gravity
of Nose Gear Systems of Main Gear Systems

Horizontal Drag Ratio Calculation

1. Tire Selection

Nose Tire Selection Main Tire Selection

9.50-16 Type M 12. 50-16 Type IMI

D =33. 4" D * 38.5"
) D * 18.0" D 18. 5"
F
6= 35% 8 35%

b 9.7" b a 12.75"

Rated Static Load 9250# Rated Static Load = 12800*

Max. Allow. Load = 0.80x 11200
8960#

* A reduction factor is often used In design to permit a weight growth in later

production models of certain aircraft.
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From Figure 1: From Figure 1:

TSNGL =100,000(25) 90914 TSMGL = 100,000(25) 90909#
Z75 275

N= 9091 1.01 N 90909 = 7.1
N 8960 M 12800

IJs r, 2 Nose Tires Usu 8 Main Tires

Z. Single Tire Paramuters

Nose Tire Selection Main Tire Selection

-35 (33.4-18) d A5 (38.5..18.U
zoo zoo

4. 7 3.511
S=1. 7 ý7..7(.33i. 4-Z. 7)-" A 1. 753.5 5(38. 5-3. 5)

=15.5'' - 18. 8'

A -2.36. 2.7i(33.4-2.7)(9.7-2.7) A -2.36. 3.5 (38.5-)(12.75-3.5)

93.4 sq. in. = 148.6 sq. in.

See Figure 1, Part B See Figure 1, Part A

SWL = 400,000(25) = 4per WL 00,000(5p) 11364# (load per
N 2 Z75 x Z

nose tire) main tire)

p 4545 P 11364
94--- 48.7 psi -= 76.5 psi

A 93.4 A 148.6

From Figure Z: From Figure 2:

z .022 .03
S•- - 039

.. OZZ x 15.5x .039 x 18.8 x

D 33.4 D 38.5

= 0. 010 =0. 019

From Figure 3: From Figure 3:

R =0.07 ) 0.095
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3. Multiwheel Configuration

The configuration shown is one possible solution chosen abritrarily

from many possibilities. Note that the spacings given in Figure 4 were used.,70"
Z5. 5',

I 140"1

4. Multiwhuel Modifier

From Figures 5a and 5b: From Figures 5a and 5b:

Nose Gear Main GOar

?0"1 25.5
n =97--7 2 .0 6 (use 2 .1) n .=

70
m =0 rn =•- = .Z38. 5

(1 - Kn) 0.13 (1 - Kn) = 0. 13

(I- K - does not apply (1 - K ) 0.04

MM I [+ (0. 13 MM = 1 -+ (0.13) + (0.04

0. 87 = 0.83

(0.87 x 0.83
(R)M .M

t' []o.061 --0. 079
" M PM
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Calculation of Average Aircraft Drag Ratio

Using the rnultiwheel drag ratio, (R/P)M, for the main and nose gear,

the total aircraft drag can be calculated. This value divided by the aircraft

weight will be the average aircraft drag ratio value, A/C (R/P) M. For the

previoub example:

Drag on Nose Drag on Main

Drag N = .061 xcx 4545 Drag M = .079 x B x 11364

= 554# = 71BZ#

Total Drag = 554 + 718Z = 7736

A/C (R/P)M = 600,00 -. 08

Aircraft Operations - Passes Calculation

1. Equivalent Single Wheel.Load (ESW..I)

Nose Gear Main Gear

r 1 .564F 1A r = .564-A

.56493. .4 5 64fI48. 6

= 5.45" = 6. 88"

twin wheel
wheel spacing 3." spacing." = "- -- = 3. 67 -= = 3.71

r 5.45" r .
rt m

From Figure 1, Part 13 or
(Operations SWL): tandem wheel

SWLN 100,000(40) + 10 x 100,000x80 spacing 70" W.4 10 (no influenceN 275 x 2 32.2 x 275 x2 r = 6.88" from tandemn

SWLN = 11,789# tires)

From Figure 6: From Figure 6:

ESWLN N SWLN + Factor ESWLM = SWLM + Factor d

= 11789 + 29% - 11364 + Z7%5

a 15208# = 14434#

% 28
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Z. Coverage Calculation

Nose Gear Main Gear

From Figure 7: From Figure 7:

for ESWLN 15Z08# for ESWLM = 14434#

SW LN SWLM
and -- A .16. Z psi (tire contact and A = 76.5 psi

pressure)
obtain C3R 1 -- 4.5 obtain CBR- 2. 7

for CBR 6 for CBR = 6

= 5.6 coverages 120 coverages

3. Passes Per Coverage Ratio (P/C)

Nose Goar Main Gear

From Figure 8: From Figure 8:

WN = .874 - 493 4 -in.2- WM = .874 1 ý 148.6 in. 2

= 8.45" = 10. 65"
P, 20+ 80+ 8.45 Pa 25.5 + 80 + 10. 6S
_a -=
C 0.75x Zx 8.45 C 0.75x 4 x 10.65

= 8.56 3.6Z

4. Passes Calculation

Nose Gear Main Gear

PN = 5,6 i 8.56 =47.9 PM = 120x 3.62 = 434

Aircraft Passes

From Figure 9 (also refer to Figure 8 for symbol notation)

X = 140 - 10.65 - 25.5 y 140-0.65 - 8.45 - 2,5.5 - 20
I z

= 104" = 37.7"

H u 80 (See Figure 9) K = 37.7" (see Figure 9)
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80x 434x 47.9
APM = B0x 47, 9 + (80 - 80) 47.9 + (80 - 37.7)x 434

= 76

AP 80 x 434 x 47.9
N 80 x 434 + (80 - 80) 47.9 + (80 - 3 7. 7 ) x 47.9

=45

Therefore, the maximum allowable passes for the aircraft 45.

Calculation of Braked Tire Drag Ratio (for S = 25%)

Nose Gear

(usu only if aircraft is equipped with noso gear braking)

From previous calculations

z- 0.010D

Therefore,

R 3 0(0 01) 4 5 (3 3 4Y) 1/2 25 11/210 (0. 010) + _ (0.010) (00

Rt 11
-- " 0. 1 00 + 0.55Z

P
R

-7 =0. 65 (assunming S = ?5%)

Main Gear

From previous calculations

-- = 0.019
D

Therefore,

" 1B I (0. 019) . 5,3 (0.019)l /
P 11364

RB
-B 0. 190 + 0.404
P

- 0. 59 (assuming S 2516o)
p
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SECTION V

COMPUTER PROGRAM AND TEST CASE

1. Computer Program

The computer program for determining the design procedure for estab-

lishing aircraft capability to operate on soil surface has been written and

debugged. The computer program was set up for an aircraft with a tricycle

type landing gear configuration. A general flow chart of the computer

program is shown in Figure 10. A Fortran IV source program listing of the

computer program, a list of definition of symbols, and some remarks about

running the program are given in paragraphs 4, 5, and 6.

2. Test Case

The computer program is presently being used for calculating the

following case, which has load, tires, and aircraft parameters the same as

in the example in Section III.

Nunmber of Test Cases Run- DASET = 1

Load Parameters:

Gross Weight GW = 100, 000 pounds

Deflection of Nose Tires DE = 35%

Deflection of Main Tires DEM = 35%

Percent of Slip S = 25%

Tire Parameters:

Diameter of Nose Tires DN = 33.4 inches

Rim Diameter of Nose Tires DFN = 18. 0 inches

Section Width of Nose Tires BN = 9.7 inches

Number of Nose Tires NN = 2. 0

Diameter of Main Tires DM = 38.5 inches

Rim Diameter of Main Tires DFM = 18. 5 inches

Section Width of Main Tires BM = 12. 75 inches

Nose Gear Tire Type TN = 3

Main Gear Tire Type TM = 3
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Figure 10. General Flow Chart of the Computer Program
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Nose Gear Tire Type TN = 3

Main Gear Tire Type TM = 3

Number of Main Tires in a Tandem-

Tracking Situation NM1 = 4

NTumber of Main TireB in a Twin

Situation NNI = 4

Aircraft Parameters:

Distance from Center of Gravity of

Nose Gears to Center of Gravity

of FWD L = 235.0 inches

Distance from Center of Gravity of

Nose Gear to Center of Gravity

of AFT LL = Z50.0 inches

Distance from Center of Gravity of

Nose Gear to Center of Gravity

of Main Gear F = Z75. 0 inches

Distance from Center of Gravity of

Main Gears to Center of Gravity

of FWD M = 25. 0 inches

Distance from Center of Gravity

from Ground Level to Center of

Gravity of FWD U = 80. 0 inches

Distance from Center of Gravity of

One Main Gear to Center of Gravity

of the Other Main Gear E = 140. 0 inches

Distance from outer tire to outer tire

twin type of spacing within a main

gear (see Figure 8) BI a Z5. 5 inches

Spacing of nose tires (see

Figure 5a) SN = Z0.0 inches

Spacing of Tandem-Tracking Tires -

wain .NM 2 -5.5 inches

Spacing of TWin Tires.- 1ain SM 70.0 inches

33
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3. Test Results and Discussion

Comparison of these results to the hand calculated results in Section III

were made and demonstrated the speed and accuracy of the computer program.

When the computer turn around time is small, or when the pr.,gram can be

operated on a timc-share remote terminal setup, the utilization of the computer

program to calculate many different configurations, tires, and aircraft types

will significantly benefit the user. Although the program is set up for a

tricycle configuration, the program can be modified for other types of con-

figurations for which the user may be designing.

4. Procedure for Running the Computer Program

1. Specify the first four data cards:

First Card - Specify number of test case runs.

Second Card - Spccify four parameters: gross weight (lbs.),

deflection of nose tires, deflection of main tires,

slip.

Third Card - Specify seven tire parameters: diameter of nose

tires (inches), rimi diameter of nose tires (inches),

section width of nose tires (inches), nunber of

nose tires, diameter of main tires (inches), rinm

diameter of main tires (inches), section width of

main tires .(inches).

Fourth Card - Specify two tire types: nose tires, main tires.

Fifth Card - Specify four main tire parameters: total number

of main tires, number of tires per main bogie,

number of tires that are in a tandern -tracking

situation, number of tires that are in a twin

situation.

Sixth Card - Specify ten aircraft parameters: (L) distance from

center of gravity of nose gear to center of gravity

34
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FWD (inches), (L') distance from center of gravity

of nose gear to center of gravity of AFT (inches),

(F) distance from center of gravity of nose gear to

center of gravity of main gear (inches), (M)

distance from center of gravity of main gear to

center of gravity FWD (inches), (J) distance from

ground level to center of gravity of one niain gear

to center of gravity of the other main gear (inches),

(B) distance from outer tire to outer tire twin type

spacing within a main gear (inches), (SN) spacing

of nose tires (inches), (SN) spacing of tandem-

tracking tires-main gear (inches), (SM) spacing

of twin tircs-main gear (inches).

2. With the second, third, and sixth input cards, the input is to be

typed in as real values. The input data on the first, fourth, and fifth cards

is to be typed in as integers.

3. To make more than one continuous run, additional cards with the

same information as data cards 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, and 6 must be inserted behind

the original set of data.

5. Fortran IV Source Program Listing

(Fortran IV Program is on the succeeding pages)
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_ RGA _ 'A,.lFUYT CUTPUToTAPE 5,=INPUT)

REA4L VA~tMI
REAL A(17912)
IITALGLP TYFETNPTMDAS[7

C OUSICN PRCGRAM SETUP FOR CflR6 CR ECIVALEN7 TYFE CF SOIL

12 CRMAT (116)
DC Y(jvU LN=:IlDASýýT
HEAO (5tiCJ) GHCo0ECPvS

iuu FCRMAT W9,'~2)

i FCKMAT (?Fg.2)

RE-AD ( 5,I110 ) NMqNiNP1iNNl

III, FCRNAT (ILF8.2)

DAT ((AJo )91t. 1 2).3, 2.L,, W. 7, 2. , PF* 25 ,.7 10. t1. 2C. o2. 2.40

b8L. 1. 2, 25p .b92s 6 1 28 3~~. 1.7 p 3o4 s. 7 2 94o~~ v57 9 t

U t d 1.$4 1, 1.5, t.31 ,1 v, 6.~ 8. #,2 I1 Z22.8tq.3q ,2., p 3, 1

3 2 E, 92 9111 0131 ~,.*7 . 2 t 2,2 ag

FCkMAT (41404PR~OGRAM COMPUTES JNOLLING CRAG, PULTI-%HIEL CRAGERAKED 0R~AG,
iAND bUPi8LR OF AIRCRAFT PASSES FOR A P'/STCL AIRCRAFT*)
T SN GL = (G W101F -L.L) /F
ShLN itTSSGL/NN

TStbLN(GWWO(F-L4)/(F*N)+COG*)(22FN

SWL~zTSMGLJVNM

MA=24SQRT(01*(flN-0W)

FP ALU. 85'PA
IFUYVPioLT.6) Ga-TO 15
CCEFsisa
GC TC 16

1") IF(TYPEL093) GO T0 17
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GO TO 16

IF(TYPE,.GT,i) GO TO ie
CCL i= c C8 5
GC TC 19

13 CCE F1OU.95
19 AiL 75FA*M*O-F

C2= (LC.M(CM-DFM)) 1200

T'yPL=TM
MA=2*SQRT (L2*(DM-C2) )
MI=2'~sQRT tC2*C8M-D2)
FPA= us 85* IA

IF(lVPE*LT,6) GO TO 2b
CCFEFZ~I * i)
GC 7 C 26

p j IF ( IY PE .LT7. 3) GO0 T0 2 7
C CE. F:j . 93
GC TC 26

V CCi-F=0.84
2(.) FIPI=Pt#CCEF

IF(T'VPE*GTi) GO TO 2e
CCF F 1" 0, 8 15
GC TO 29

2 A 2 m,.85 *F VA *F t I*C OCF i
CPi=SWLN/A±

RPS N-,3 .03 E533+ ( 3. 37~5?2*ZDi)
CP2=SWL-/.82
ZL 2=CP 2/ ( 24 1. go6- Ne S C20 7*CP2))
ZC2= (2 L2* L2 ) /C M
HPSM=3.O32Iý33 + (3,371.72*ZO2)
N2=SN/GN
Y1AO. 354336-( r.732081*N.2) (0. 0525284*N2*'02)

YzY1iA ViB+YiC
MM I= 1-Y
kFN=PSN*ýýl
AC Ph= K KI4PT SNGL

*Y2.= (ii 6g37l O6*N3*#03). ((1. UE*N3 d

* Y2=Y2A+Yo6+ Y2C

U±Y C (l'+/N3EY3) -3-

. . . . . . .. . . . . . . . .( (.. . . .-N ) Y2)+. --. i/Ni-. MY-.--....-,.--'--.-* 3



ACRPt=RPP*TSMGL

ACRPT=ACRFIN + ACRFM

PFT=ACRPT/(TS.NGL 4 15t'G)
R~PSN i=PSI*SWLN
RFSM i=PPSP 4SWLM
PR LNTI

1. FCRrlAT (~-v-f9INGLE IWdL[L POLLING LPAG, LeSsv)
P R I NT 2

2 FCRMAT ( 4

PRINTS
3 FORMAT (C4,*NaSE TIP-.S MAIN TIRES*)

PRINT 6GpRFSNiRPSMi
FCRMAT(* 4,F8,2fieypF-8.2)

IS 2 FORMAT (*-*)*SINGLC. WPNLL ROLLING CRAG RAlIC, (N /F)S*)
PRINT 133

Is" FcRmATr (* *f*----------------------.--------- 4
PRINT 134

13 FCRMAT (#C#9*NUSE TIRES MAIN ITRES 4)
PRINI i,5RPSNPRPSM

13ý FCRMAT (+ *,2XF5i.3,iaXFý.3)
PRINT 2U0

2jO FCIMMOT (*-4,4MULTI-WHl;LL DRAG RATIC, (R/P)P*)
PF 1N T 202

2 12 FCRMMT (* ~-- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- ----
PuRINT 204~

21l, FCR~iAT (44*NS TIRES MAIN TIRES AIRCRAFT*)
PRINT 20ThRPNpRP'~,RPT

2JC- FORMAT V~ *2XF-.3,i'PYF5 4 3,i3XF!,.3)
PRINT 208

2- .E FCRFIAT (4*,4rdVULTI-WfrýEL ORAG, LOS.4 )
PRINT 210

210 FCWRtAT (* I~-------4
PRINT 212

2' 2 FCrMAfI (* Q0 ,4 NCSC TIRES MAIN TIRES AIR~CRAFT*)
PRINT 21'.. ACRPNOA~CRFVACRPT

REFN=Ciu. C4Z~i)+( C E*[N4 4 2)/SI'LN )*5CFT(ZCi)4Sr-GT(5/ItO))
toEPNI =REFN*SWJLN
REPV-(IU*C*ZC2)+( ( (45*bM*2) /S'iM )*SORT UC2 )IGR1 (S/ICC))
RE P M I REPM4SWLM
PRINT 0.6

13 E FORMAT (*-4,*AIRCiFAFT PKAKýC UFAG, LBS**)
PRI NT 13?

* .1.37 FCPMAT (* 49*----------------- a-------------4

PRINT 170pS
1?0 FC MA T (4 2 *FOR S-1 sF4,o )d

PRINT 138
i3e FCRMAT (*Q0%*N0SE, TIRES PAIN% TIRES 4)

PR I NT 13 9 R 3P N 19RBPM.1

PR~INT 8
8 FORMAT (*-*P*AIRCRAFI bRAK4;iD CR~AG FATIC, (R/F)E4)

P R1I'W 7 7 -

FCRMAT 94 -~-- -- -- -- -- -- -- -----
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PRINT 1800S

PRINT 9
FCPMAT (*fl~,#NOSV TIRES MAN TIRES 4)
PklIflT 70fR8PNRFJPM

ti FORMAT (* *o2X)F,F~3,1BXFý3)

Z=SN/RN

Z2='*i:I231d*Z**4
F~vz(Zi+Z2)/IUO

RN 2= C ,iý64'S URI (A2)
WzSN /RN2
IF(W.LT,.l. GO TO 7~5

Frv~wi/C00

I F(WA. L T aI.) GO0 T C 90U
IF (WAGTeq,3) GU TO 91.
WlA=7:I*78El + (5j1 ,5'W)(2o38W**)(s E2W*)(.112

IF(W.LTai.) GO TO 90
W2=(SORTCEH*2+3NM**2))/RN2
IF CIA2*GT*5*3) GO To 9ý
W2Aý-7is78Ei + ('5i. ýW)(57geW*24(oES2ýV3+ti

FK2=W2A/±0o
FtP1=u

FtPT=FM+FV+FMP
ESIWLM=SWLI4+ (SWL#4*FMT)
CF=SýLNI/Ai
ESWL=:ýSWLt./10O0
CALL C6RCACPp,.SWLCuFDi
C~z-( /CBR 1) **6
WK=u 87i+*ORT (Al.

~1PCN= (SN+§eO+WN) /C(0 75#t4.*WN)
CP=:S WL M/A2
cSWL=ESWLt'I1000
CALL C83R(A#CPvESWLC83Ai)

W Ci ý7* S RT(CA2)
PCM=(3i,80+WM)/(a.,75*WI±WH)
PRN=CN*PCN
FP=(GHFCM
XzE-UM-8i

4 ~IF (X*LTse8i) GO TO 10

GC TO it

It IF CYA.LTo a ) GO YO 20
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K I= J.
GC IC 21

2!1 KI=YA
2 1 AFN= (8 C*PKPM) / (8 04 PM4 (80-H)4 FN+ (8 C-K I)*PN)

A FM= (80*14*PM) / (8 U4 PN4 (80-H) *FN+ (8 C-Ki) *PM)
PRINT30

.3 ~ 'A (.*-*,4 NUM8ER OF AIRCRAFT PASSES*)
PRINT 32

32 FCRMAT (If 4,4 -------------

PRINT 3b
FCRMIAT (*C4 9*N0SE TIRES MAIN TIRES 4)
PRINT 379AFNAFM

37 FCPMAT Ift~3X9F4.0,21XF4.0)
IF (APN.LT.APP) GC TO 1!.0
TTiA!F

l~ TI =A PN
I ý PRINT 16097i

4E . FCRMAT (4- 4 v ALLOWABLE NUMEER CF 4 IFCRAFT POSSES q4FL4 0
F RI NT 502,1 SWLNSWLNi

¼,A2 FOI~I1AT(*i~s*SWLN m4 vFi~o3v±JXt4SWLM. 249F16,3)
PRINT 504oCl 9LIA I

S FCRM.AT (*-*f*DCFLEC1ICh-NCSE ='4,Flb .3, 10xFRIN7. LENGTIJ-NCSE=N
1I~I6.3,±UXv*C0NTAC7 AREA-NOSE =*,FlG.3)
..PRINT 506,1 .S WL M

!10 E FCRMAT (#-*l*SWLM v*VFlLo3)
PR~INT 508, 02,L2,42

,)..18 FCRtlAr(*-,4f*DFLECTIOh-HAIN z~tFI6,3v10X?*FRII~1 LENC*Tý-MAIN =1,
lFlb. 3, 10X ,4CONTACT AREA-MAIN z*FE 35)
PRINT ý;iOMM19MM2

~i.a FCMA(#-IDA MODIFILR-KCSE =4'pFiE.3qiG~,*CRA( tPCCIFIER-MAIN =
1, Fi I E)
PRINI 5i129E S WL N yES WL PO

PR~INT 51'4 CNcm
,14 FCRMAT(*-*f4 C0VLIRAGES-NCJSE m~qFl6.2',l0Xv4CCVERAGFS-tdATtý :,pi6,3)

~PRINT 5 16 , F NP M
i E F km A~ :4,VPSSSNS, *FA6.3tiU~q*FPASSES-IPAPI o*pFi6s3)

o 0 0 CCNTINUE
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SMfl.QU I I L CFIR (4, CP, FSVIL ,CF3 t)
R "- AL A (17,12)

Li=A (I tI)
IF I Q .GT.LI) N=I
IF (CPGTLI) GO TO 4ý
C CNTINUC
DC ý ", J-2 12
JI-A(I pi)
IF (vSWL .LTJi) K:J-1
IF (.SWL. LT.,J ) GC TC

d oCCNI IN UE• ', Y h ' ( C P - A i ) / A (N- I ,?1) - A (N I
Y I z ((.A,(N-1,K)-A(NgK))*YN)÷•(NR)
Y2= ( (A(N-1I, K + i -A (N K + i)) YN )+ A(N ,K+ I
0 E Hi =( (Y1 - Y2)• ((A (I K + I -t SW L) (A (I ,K+ I) -A (i ,K) ) + Y2

RFýT UIN
L N V1

I.-
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THE FOLLOWING IS A SAMPLE OF INPUT DATA FOR THE PROGRAM

$DATA

1
100000. 35. 35. 25.
3v. 4 18. 9.7 2. 38, 5 18.5 12.75
3 3
8 4 4 4
235. 250. 275, 25. 80. 140. 25. 5 20. 29.5 70.

$EOF
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SOLUTION TO TYPICAL DESIZN I;XAMPLE OF SECTION IV

SIN'LrL WH..LL POLLItC, CRAG, LPS,

t,,OSL3c l1,:C.S RAIN TIRES

SIN6L•, Wh;IL IOLý NG.CR,. SAT,10, (R/P)S
-- - - - - w ...................

NOS,. T IiL._5 FAIN TIRES
%Ub6 0•97

MUL.TI,-WHH..-L OFR.AU RATIO (RP) M

N_0St. TI,' . ........... .LA.N T.t.RE.S. AIRCRAFT
u 1., ,3 uB 8 O 7e.

MULTI-WHL.L DF.AG, LOS,

NO. . TIRN. P"AIN TIRES AI CFPAFT
, u 73u8.87 t 8 L 48

AIRCRAFT OMAKu-. ORAG L0.,.1

FOR S= ?9,

NOSt. TIKLS PAIN TIRES
3u67.2'13 f di' , 27

AIRGRAFT BRAKOD ORAG RAIlO, (R/P)B

FOR S= 25s

NOSL TIR$S P'AIN TIRES
• .* b.. .................... .... , 9.

NUMBER OF AIRCRAFT PA$SL-S

,: N~~..S•....... ........... ... ..... •.•N ! .E.
NOSi. TINýS PAN TIRES

'43o ?i,

ALý,WABLL NLMIER. OF AIRFCRAFI PASSES 43.
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6. List of Symbols

A("RPM Multiwheel rolling drag for main tires

ACRPN Multiwheel rolling drag for nose tires

ACRPT Total multiwheol aircraft rolling drag

APM Nunmber of aircraft passes for main tires

APN Number of aircraft passes for nose tires

BM Section width of main tires (b)

BN Section width of nose tires (b)

B1 Distance from center of gravity of outer tire to center of

gravity of inner tire - main and landing gear (B)

CBRI California Bearing Ratio (GBR1)

CPM Main tire contact pressure (GP)

CPN Nose tire contact pressure (CP)

DE Deflection of nose tires (6)

DEM Deflection of main tires (6)

DFM Rim diameter of main tires (DF)

DFN Rim diameter of nose tires (DF)

DM Diameter of main tires (D)

DN Diameter of nose tires (D)

E Distance from center of gravity of one main gear to center

of gravity of the other main gear (E)
E

ESWLM Equivalent single wheel load for nain tires

ESWLN Equivalent single wheel load for nose tires

F Distance from center of gravity of nose gear to center of

gravity of main gear (F)
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GW Gross * ht of aircraft (GW)

L Distance from center of gravity of nose gear to center of

gravity F.W.D. (L)

LL Distance from center of gravity of nose gear to center of

gravity A.F.T. (L')

M Distance from center of gravity of main gear to center of

gravity F.W.D. (M)

NM Number of main tires (NM')

NM1 Number of tires that are in a tandem-tracking situation -

main gear

N 1, Number of tires - nose gear (NN)

NN1 Number of tires that are in a twin situation - main gear

Ni Number of tires per main landing gear (N)

PCM Passes per coverage main gear

PCN Passes per coverage nose gear

R BPM Braked drag ratio - main gear

RBPM1 Braked drag - main

RBP1N Braked drag ratio - nose gear

RBPNI Braked drag - nose

RPM Multiwheel drag ratio - main gear

RPN Multiwheel drag ratio - nose gear

RPT Aircraft multiwheel drag ratio

RPSM Single wheel rolling drag ratio - main gear

RPSN Single wheel rolling drag ratio - nose gear

RPSMI Single wheel rolling drag - main gear
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RPSN1 Single wheel rolling drag - nose gear

S Percentage of tire slip (S)

SM Spacing of twin tires - main gear (SM)

SN Spacing of nose tires (SN)

SNM Spacing of tandem-tracking tires - main gear (SN)

SWLM Single -vheel load - main gear

SWLN Single wheel load - nose gear

SWLNI Operational single wheel. load - nose gear

TM Tire type of main tires

TN Tire type of nose tires

U Distance from ground level to center of gravity FWD (J)
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